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1 Segment the Focus Words using the Segmenting Sheet.

width
invite
city
predict
hidden

written
commit
signal
women
syrup

deliver
astonish
billion
symmetry
perimeter

incorrect
invisible
impolite
imperfect
incomplete

illegal
irregular
creative
massive
protective

2 Cross out the words where the bold graphemes do not represent .

6 Say the sounds for the Sound Boxes. Highlight the graphemes to make each Focus Word. Write the words.

  

3 Write Focus Words that match the clues. 

a large town 

ask to an event 

plural of woman

a sweet liquid 

amaze 

enormous 

make a promise 

say what will happen 

5 Write Focus Words to fi nish the word families.

delivery

undelivered

billions

billionaire

wide

widen

write

writing

sign

signature

picnic

index

kind

hidden

pretty

regular

chemist

empty

busy

bury

business

puzzle

worry

rocket

women

wonder

symbol

syrup

pyramid

plenty

4 Label the pictures with Focus Words.
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amaze 

enormous 

make a promise 

say what will happen 

Suffix ive

9 Circle the fi ve words with the suffi x ive. 

arrive

inventive 

forgive

strive

give

disruptive

active

survive

beehive

impressive

believe

supportive

The prediction was not correct and not logical. 

Their behaviour was not polite and not responsible.

8 Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined words with words beginning with in, im, il or ir. 

in

im

il

ir

Uluru 

a cyclone 

a magpie sitting on a nest 

a shiny silver teapot in the sun 

a team working together to solve a problem 

an artist who makes sculptures from recycled objects 

10 Rewrite the words using the suffi x ive to describe the examples.

destruct     mass     create     cooperate     protect     reflect

Challenge

Write words that match the Word Ladder clues. On each step of the ladder, change, add or remove a grapheme.

saddle

ripple

moves a boat

seen after rain

confusion

centre

word problem

stumbling

tearing

biting

cutting

sliding

tipping

skipping

rubbish

flap wings quickly

twinkle, shimmer

use to swim

indoor shoe

glitter

skipper

7 Rewrite the words adding the prefi x in, im, il or ir. 

Prefixes in, im, il, ir

legal     
formal     
visible
mobile     
literate     
relevant     

legible
regular     
perfect     

possible     
resistible     
complete    

The prefi xes The prefi xes The prefi xes ininin, , , imimim, , , ililil and  and  and iririr mean  mean  mean notnotnot...

The suffi x The suffi x The suffi x iveiveive means  means  means 
tending totending totending to or  or  or doesdoesdoes...

★ Hint 3

UNIT 7  
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Segment the Focus Words. Highlight the graphemes for         .  

Unit 7

width

invite

city

predict

hidden

written

commit

signal

women

syrup

deliver

astonish

billion

symmetry

perimeter

incorrect

invisible

impolite

imperfect

incomplete

illegal

irregular

creative

massive

protective
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Learn how you can work out the sequence of events.

•	 Remember	that	the	order	in	which	things	happen	is	very	important.
•	 Make	sure	you	understand	which	events	you	need	to	sequence.
•	 Look	in	the	text	to	find	the	events	listed	as	possible	answers	and	underline	them.
•	 You	will	need	to	work	out	how	these	events	are	related.	There	may	be	some	time	marker	words	such	

as then, before or next	in	the	text	to	help	you.
•	 Always	check	all	possible	answers	before	making	a	decision.

 1. What happened after Laurie shone the 
torch beam around the hallway?

  (a)  Sam reached out her hand to make 
sure Laurie was there.

  (b)  Sam rubbed her nose.
  (c)  The front door groaned and 

squealed on its hinges.
  (d)  Laurie and Sam went up the stairs. 

 

  Choosing the best answer
  (a)  Sam reached out her hand in 

Paragraph 2. This happened before 
Laurie had even grabbed the torch. 
So this could not be the best 
answer.

  (b) Sam rubbed her nose before she 
got the torch out of her pocket. So 
this is not a good answer.

  (c)  The author mentions the front 
door making noise in the second 
sentence of the text. This can not 
be the correct answer.

  (d)  Laurie and Sam went up the stairs 
after Laurie had shone the torch 
beam around the hallway. This is 
the best answer.

 2. Which event happened just before Sam 
told Laurie she couldn’t open the door?

  (a)  Sam decided it wasn’t a good idea 
to argue with Laurie.

  (b) Sam felt her whole body go cold.
  (c)  Laurie told Sam she had to open 

the door.  
  (d) Sam almost toppled down the 

stairs.

  Choosing the best answer
  (a) Sam thought that it wasn’t a good 

idea to argue with Laurie, but this 
occurred earlier when Laurie had 
grabbed the torch from her, not just 
before Sam said she couldn’t open 
the door. This is probably not the 
best answer.

  (b)  Sam felt her whole body go cold 
after she had told Laurie she 
couldn’t open the door. So this 
could not be a good answer. 

  (c)  After Laurie tells Sam to open the 
door, Sam shrinks back and almost 
topples down the stairs, then she 
tells Laurie she can’t open the 
door. This may be the answer if 
(d) doesn’t mention Sam shrinking 
back or almost toppling down the 
stairs. 

  (d) Sam almost topples down the 
stairs just before she tells Laurie 
she can’t open the door. This must 
be the correct answer.

Sequencing

Learning about the skill

ISBN  978-1-925837-11-7
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Sequencing – 1
To fully understand what you read, you must be able to work out the order in which events happened. 
This is called sequencing.

Read the narrative.

The dare

Laurie pushed open the front door. It groaned and 
then squealed on its hinges, making me cringe. After a 
glance over my shoulder at the bright, friendly daylight 
outside, I followed Laurie inside the house. It was so 
dark I couldn’t see a thing. There was only a stripe of 
light on the floor from the half-open door. 

‘Now what?’ I whispered. I reached out my hand to 
make sure Laurie was still there.

‘Now we go upstairs’, she said. ‘But let’s wait a second 
for our eyes to adjust to the light.’

‘It’s okay’, I said. ‘I’ve brought a torch.’ I rubbed my 
nose, which seemed to be full of stale dust, and then 
reached into my pocket. 

‘Hey, good work, Sam’, said Laurie. She grabbed 
the torch from me and switched it on. I was going 
to protest—after all, it was my torch—but I kept my 
mouth shut. It wasn’t a good idea to argue with Laurie. 
She always won anyway.

Laurie shone the beam around the hallway. It seemed to be empty. She tugged at my shirt. 
‘Come on, up the staircase.’ Her voice sounded excited. 

I wondered how she could possibly feel that way—my knees were shaking so badly, I thought I 
might fall over. But I managed to shuffle behind her to the staircase. My hand felt for the railing 
and I followed her up, one creaking step at a time.

This was madness—I knew it. Here we were, sneaking around a house we had no right to be 
in. Even worse, we were about to enter a room that might contain something I really didn’t want 
to see. If only Laurie hadn’t dared me to come with her. If only I didn’t need friends so badly 
…

‘This is the one.’ Laurie pointed the torch beam at the door directly in front of us. ‘You open it, 
Sam.’

I shrank back, almost toppling down the stairs. ‘I ... I can’t, Laurie. You open it.’

She laughed then. It was a thin cackle that made my whole body feel cold. Finally, she spoke. 
‘No, Sam. You have to open it. It’s part of the dare.’

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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NarrativeNarrativeNarrativeNarrativeNarrative 3

The students of Wakefi eld School were busy 
rehearsing for the end of year play. Today, they were 
very excited as Miss Scott, from the local repertory 
theatre, was meeting with them after rehearsal to 
hand out costumes. This would be the fi rst time any 
of them had worn real theatrical costumes. Usually, 
mothers were enlisted to help sew makeshift 
costumes, but for this performance, the students 
would feel like true professionals. By 5.00 pm, 
everyone in the cast was dressed.

Katie Summers had the lead role and the most 
exquisite costume. Long after the others had gone 
home, she was admiring herself in the long mirror 
and rehearsing her lines. As she heard the cleaners 
enter the building, she realised the time and hurriedly 
began to undress. The sound of ripping material 
made her stomach churn.

‘Oh, what have I done?’ wailed Katie.

As she tried to extricate herself from the mass of silk 
and satin, she became more entangled. Dragging 
the heavy dress over her head, her hair caught in 
the zip. She tried to pull it down so that she could 
step out of it but the rich garment, shrouding her 
head, would not move.

The door opened and Katie heard the sound of 
cheerful whistling.

‘Hello, what have we here?’ chuckled Sylvia, 
pushing her trolley of mops, brushes and dusters.

‘Oh Sylvia! Please help me’, cried Katie in 
desperation. ‘I’m going to be in so much trouble!’

‘Keep still, Katie and stop panicking. I’ll set you 
right.’

Sylvia’s nimble fi ngers deftly released the zip from 
Katie’s hair and the dress dropped to the fl oor. As 
Katie picked it up, she shrieked in horror at the 
damage she had caused. There was a long tear 
down one seam and one side of the zip had been 
totally ripped from the dress.

‘Oh Sylvia! What shall I do? How can I ever fi x that!’ 
sighed Katie despondently.

‘Don’t worry, Katie. Leave it with me and I’ll have 
it looking as good as new’, comforted Sylvia 
motherly.

‘Oh Sylvia, how can I ever thank you?’

The next afternoon, dressed in her splendid costume, 
Katie and her co-stars had their fi rst dress rehearsal. 
As Katie came off stage after her fi nal scene, Miss 
Scott called to her.

‘Let me take a look at the dress for a moment, please 
Katie’, she asked in rather a serious tone.

Katie trembled as she approached. She had thought 
Sylvia had done an excellent job, fi xing the tears. 
How would she explain what had happened to Miss 
Scott?

Miss Scott examined the dress closely.

‘Remarkable! Quite remarkable! I was sure there 
was a tear in this dress, a long one, all the way 
down one seam. How strange!’

CCCCCCostume dramaostume dramaostume dramaostume dramaostume dramaostume dramaostume drama
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Examining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrative 3

Use the narrative on page 11 to complete the page.

Explain why the author may have chosen Costume drama as a title for this narrative.Costume drama as a title for this narrative.Costume drama

1. Title

(a) Where is the story set? (b) Who are the characters?

  

(c) Why are the characters there? (d) When does the story take place?

  

2. Orientation

(a) What is the complication of the narrative?

(b) Explain briefl y how the complication 
occurred.

(c) Write three interesting adjectives used in the 
narrative

3. Complication and events

Describe how the complication is resolved.
4. Resolution

Write a different conclusion to the narrative.
5. Conclusion

ISBN 978-1-925660-39-5



Unit 1 Matter Matters! Lesson 4 Expanding and Contracting

What happens when we  
heat and cool matter?

Year 5 / 6 Chemical Sciences  Material World 1

How do you think this bottle of water might have broken? Share some ideas with 
a partner, and then the class.

heat cool expand contract

Vocabulary

1

https://www.inquisitive.com/
https://www.inquisitive.com/lesson/657-expanding-and-contracting
https://www.inquisitive.com/


Materials needed (teacher only)

Year 5 / 6 Chemical Sciences  Material World 2

Unit 1 Matter Matters! Lesson 4 Expanding and Contracting

INVESTIGATION QUESTION 4

Teacher demonstration Investigation 1: 
The amazing self-inflating balloon

You will need:

• a small plastic bottle (such as a 
‘pop top’ bottle) with the top off 

• a balloon

• a bowl of very hot water (be careful!)

• a bowl of icy cold water

INVESTIGATION QUESTION 5

Teacher demonstration Investigation 2: 
Water breaks the rules!

You will need:

• a plastic bottle with a lid (can be the 
same one used for Investigation 1)

• a marker

https://www.inquisitive.com/
https://www.inquisitive.com/lesson/657-expanding-and-contracting


Unit 1 Matter Matters Lesson 4 Expanding and Contracting

 Watch the video.

Complete the See, Think, Wonder questions for the video.

 
 

I see

 
 

I think

 
 

I wonder

 

When matter is heated, it expands. It gets bigger and increases in volume 
(it takes up more space). 

When matter is cooled, it contracts. It gets smaller and decreases in volume 
(it takes up less space).

This is true for solids, liquids and gases.

2

3

3Year 5 / 6 Chemical Sciences Material World © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.
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Unit 1 Matter Matters Lesson 4 Expanding and Contracting

Teacher demonstration investigation 1: The amazing self-inflating balloon

Step 1: Collect the materials listed on page 2 (teacher only).

Step 2: Watch as your teacher stretches the opening of the balloon over the end 
of the bottle.

Step 3: Predict what you think is going to happen when your teacher puts the bottle 
into the hot water.

Step 4: Watch as your teacher places the bottle carefully into the bowl of hot water 
and observe what happens. Draw your observation into the first space below.

Step 5: Watch as your teacher places the bottle into the bowl of cold water. 
Draw your observation into the second space below.

 hot water cold water

Use the information in the box on page 3 to explain your observations.

4
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Teacher demonstration investigation 2: Water breaks the rules!

Step 1: Fill a plastic bottle almost full of water.

Step 2: Mark the water level with a marker.

Step 3: Put the bottle in the freezer overnight.

Step 4: Take the bottle out of the freezer and observe what has 
happened to the level of the water. 

Step 5: Mark the new level.

 a Why is water ‘breaking the rules’? (Read the information box 
on page 3 to help you).

 b Look again at the photo on page 1 and explain again how the bottle broke.

 Many thermometers are digital devices that we point at a person’s head, but 
before we had digital thermometers, we had liquid ones! Watch the video of the liquid 
thermometer responding to warming weather.

Use what you have learnt so far about heating matter to explain how the liquid inside 
the thermometer moves, using some words from the vocabulary box on page 1.

 

How a thermometer works

5

6

7
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 Watch the video Glass Explosion from Question 2 again. Use words from the 
vocabulary box and your own sketches to complete the flowchart and explain why 
the glass shatters.

 

The glass shatters because

 

The glass jug is heated by the blowtorch.

The cold water is dropped in small spots on the hot glass.

8
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Unit 1 Matter Matters Lesson 4 Expanding and Contracting

Why does running the lid of a jar under hot water help you to get it off?

Name another time this action might be useful.

These structures, look like large, loose metal zips. These can often be found on bridges. 

 

Why do you think they are there?

 

9

10
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